Christmas is here and we still haven't put together the Christmas tree! In Last Minute
Christmas we will have to decorate our Christmas tree using ornaments within everyone's
reach, but since we are taking objects out of the same box they will run out, so we must
choose carefully so we don't end up with the tree half decorated.
Last minute Christmas it is a game for 2 to 5 players where each one will take and place
ornaments trying to reach the end with the most festive tree. For this we must choose
carefully an ornament to place in each turn and in which position of the tree we'll place it.

SETUP
-

Each player receives a game sheet and a pencil.
3 6-sided dice must be placed on the table.
The starting player will be the one who has asked for the fewest gifts this
Christmas

The game will take place over 16 turns for 2 or 4 players or 15 turns for 3 or 5 players. In
each game turn there will be one ACTIVE PLAYER (the player who is in turn) and the rest
will be PASSIVE PLAYERS.

GAME TURN
The ACTIVE PLAYER on his turn must roll three dice, select one die and remove it from the
table.
1. The result of the chosen die will determine which ornament the ACTIVE PLAYER will
draw on the tree following the DRAWING RULES (see below). PASSIVE PLAYERS
must cross out the last available square (the highest available value) of the ornament
chosen by the ACTIVE PLAYER.
2. Then the PASSIVE PLAYERS must choose between the two remaining dice on the
table without removing them and draw the ornament corresponding to the chosen
dice (several players can choose the same dice) following the DRAWING RULES.
NO square will be crossed out for ornaments chosen by the PASSIVE PLAYERS.
Once the selected ornament has been drawn, each player will circle the first available
square of the drawn ornament (the lowest available value). At the END OF THE GAME
each player will add to his score the value indicated in the last circled square for each
ornament.

If a player does not have spaces available for an ornament, he will not be able to choose it
for the rest of the game. If possible, he must choose another available die or use + 1 / -1
(see below). If a player continues without being able to draw, he can add any ornament to
his tree (noting a normal use).
When all the players have drawn, proceed to the END OF TURN.

On his turn David rolls the dice and gets 3, 4 and 6 as the results. This means that he has the
possibility to draw Stars, Bows or Lights. He chooses the stars, so he puts the number 3 aside, and
draws a star on his tree. The rest of the players must cross out the highest star value they have and
then choose to draw between a 4 or a 6.

END OF TURN
At the end of each turn, all the players will score points as follows:
-

1 Point for having drawn on the tree
1 point for each ornament that surrounds the one drawn this turn and that is
different from the one drawn this turn ( orthogonal and diagonal squares)

This result will be recorded in the square of the corresponding turn. Then the turn passes to
the player on the left, who is now the ACTIVE PLAYER and a new turn begins.

Lucas looks at the drawing he just made, around his star there are 3 other ornaments and none of
them is a star. So he scores 4 points that turn.
Instead, David looks at his drawing and sees that there are 4 ornaments surrounding his newly
drawn bow, but 2 of them are already bows, so he only scores 3 points.

DRAWING RULES
At the moment of drawing, we can choose any space in the tree that connects with one or
more ornaments previously placed (in the first turn of the game we can draw in any space).
Some squares contain the + 1 / -1 icon. When drawing over these squares we will enable a
use of + 1 / -1 by marking one of the boxes with a circle.
On any turn, a player can change the value of the chosen die using the + 1 / -1 available to
him. It can be used more than once per turn, as long as the player has it available, and
cross out its use.

This modification only affects the player who is using the power.
At the END OF THE GAME the + 1 / -1 available and unused will give us 1 point each. And
if we get to draw over all the + 1 / -1 icons we will get 5 additional points.

On his turn David draws on a square with the + 1 / -1 icon, so he circles one of the power boxes to
the right of the game sheet.

On the next turn he has a choice of a 3 or a 2 from the dice, but since he really wants to draw a
bow, he crosses out the square for the power he had available and transforms the 3 into a 4. Now
he can draw a bow on his tree.

END GAME
At the end of the 15th or 16th turn (depending on the number of players), we will add
the scores of the following criteria:
-

Sum of all scores of END OF TURN
Sum of all scores of each type of ornament drawn (the highest number marked
in each ornament).
1 point for each + 1 / -1 available and unused
5 points if decorations were placed on top of all the + 1 / -1

Whoever gets the highest result will be the winner and will have managed to decorate the
most festive tree! In the event of a tie, the player with the most + 1 / -1 available and
unused will win.
If the tie continues, the victory is shared, because this is what Christmas is about,
sharing and not competing ... but better if you win.

